From ABC to XYZ
Introducing HERE XYZ Beta

A service for cartographers, mapping enthusiasts and developers who work with geospatial data. Upload, manage, and display your map data with complete flexibility.

As easy as X, Y, and Z.
who? what? why?

and

seriously?
I’m a developer
...I build stuff...
...I use stuff...
...I break stuff...
(and I’m lazy!)
6 years ago:
Some tools we were missing when we built Map Creator to make it easier to work with location data...
Road attributes

- Road type
  - Residential

- Road name
  - Lebensstraße

- Speed
- Direction and lanes
- Structure type
- Surface
- Vehicular access
- Other attributes
- Road closures
...so we built them...

(on the side, while building Map Creator)
..and we really like them, then more teams found them useful…

(especially new developers coming on board).
...so we wanted to give them to everybody!
And we wanted them to be very free...

(...so of course there will be a commercial version as well)
from developers for developers
Last login: Tue Sep 18 17:52:28
computer:~ user$ here xyz create -t "xyz space" -d "a new database with NYC subways"

xyzspace '123456' created successfully

computer:~ user$ here xyz upload 123456 -f nyc-subways.geojson

data upload to xyzspace '123456' completed successfully

=================================================================
Upload Summary
=================================================================

Total 50 features
GeometryType        Count
------------------- ----
MultiLineString     50

Total unique tag Count : 1
Unique tag list :["nyc-subways"]
TagName        Count
--------------- ----
nyc-subways    50
Edit Features

Create or replace multiple features

Create or replace the provided features.

PARAMETERS

Path Parameters

- spaceld
  - string Required
  - The unique identifier of the space.

Query Parameters

- addTags
  - Comma Separated Array of string
  - Tags to be added to the features.

- removeTags
  - Comma Separated Array of string
  - Tags to be removed from the features.

REQUEST SAMPLES

```
{
  "type": "FeatureCollection",
  "features": [
    
  ]
}
```

RESPONSE SAMPLES

- 200 A FeatureCollection, containing all modified features.
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Get Directions | Edit in Map Creator
seriously!
You are not allowed to moderate in this country.

Find an area to edit

Uneven-Road (Warning)
Sat Oct 21 2017
Accuracy: 3%

Check all 3 detections
here.xyz

we hope you like it too

(and if not let us know what we can do better)